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Abstract: Automated segmentation of the eye’s morphological features in OCT datasets is
fundamental to support rapid clinical decision making and to avoid time-consuming manual
segmentation of the images. In recent years, deep learning (DL) techniques have become
a commonly employed approach to tackle image analysis problems. This study provides a
description of the development of automated DL segmentation methods of the Bruch’s membrane
opening (BMO) from a series of OCT cross-sectional scans. A range of DL techniques are
systematically evaluated, with the secondary goal to understand the effect of the network input
size on the model performance. The results indicate that a fully semantic approach, in which the
whole B-scan is considered with data augmentation, results in the best performance, achieving
high levels of similarity metrics with a dice coefficient of 0.995 and BMO boundary localization
with a mean absolute error of 1.15 pixels. The work further highlights the importance of fully
semantic methods over patch-based techniques in the classification of OCT regions.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Bruch’s membrane, which was first discovered by Karl Bruch [1], is a thin 5-layer structure
located between the retinal pigment epithelium and the choroid. It partly regulates the reciprocal
exchange of biomolecules, nutrients, oxygen, fluids and metabolic waste products between the
retina and the general circulation [2]. This membrane stretches for over half of the eye, and
can conform its shape to changes in the intraocular pressure [3]. Around the optic nerve this
membrane is not present and that gap is defined as the Bruch’s membrane opening (BMO).
Anatomical changes in Bruch’s membrane have been observed with age [4] and degenerative
changes are associated with the development of age-related macular degeneration (AMD) [5,6,7].

The most commonly used methods to observe the optic nerve head are fundus photography,
scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) and optical coherence tomography (OCT). While the
first two provide en-face images, OCT allows cross-sectional imaging of the three-dimensional
tissue morphology with high resolution. The BMO-based outer optic nerve head boundary
can provide precise estimation of neuroretinal rim tissue and can be used for defining the optic
nerve head (ONH) anatomy [8,9]. Additionally, parameters based on BMO can be used for
determining nerve damage at the optic disc, supporting the early diagnosis of glaucoma [10,11].
Since glaucoma can lead to irreversible vision loss, early detection is crucial in order to instigate
clinical treatment. BMO-based parameters such as horizontal/perpendicular rim width, minimum
rim width and area are useful biomarkers for glaucoma diagnosis in addition to the commonly
employed thickness of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) [12,13,14]. Some of the BMO-based
parameters correlate more highly with glaucoma-related consequences such visual field loss,
than do changes in RNFL thickness [10,12,15–17] and can be used in assessing the progression
of glaucoma [18]. Additionally, combining BMO-based parameters with RNFL thickness can
improve the efficacy in diagnosing glaucoma [13]. The location of BMO can also be used for
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determining the position and shape of lamina cribrosa [19,20], which also provides information
about glaucoma progression.

Accurate, automated, and objective methods to extract the BMO from a series of OCT scans
and to estimate the corresponding shape parameters is fundamental for achieving useful diagnostic
information that can support clinical decision making. Additionally, given that the retina and
choroid layers are not anatomically present in this region, accurate estimation of the BMO
location can facilitate segmentation of other nearby retinal features [21,22]. Manual extraction of
the BMO, although often treated as the ground truth, is subjective and time consuming. Hence,
there are various incentives to develop accurate and precise automated BMO segmentation.

Several approaches to solve the problem of automated segmentation of the BMO using image
analysis methods have been proposed. Some of them use information obtained only from the
OCT volumetric scan [23–25], and some use that information in combination with images from
color fundus photography [26,27]. Three of these methods focus on finding a representative
set of features from OCT volumes based on previously segmented intraretinal layers and other
image-specific parameters such as pixel intensity. Then, these sets of features are used to classify
columns or voxels into two classes (background or BMO) using standard machine learning (ML)
classifiers such as a random forest or k-NN (nearest neighborhood) classifier. After classification,
post-processing steps are applied to optimize the BMO segmentation [23,24,26]. Another
method utilizes an image deconvolution approach to find Bruch’s membrane and then based on
termination of this membrane and ANN-PCA (artificial neural network-principal component
analysis) algorithm, it finds the elliptical shape of BMO path [25]. Further, a method by Chen and
colleagues [27] proposed a 2-step deep learning procedure. The first step is a coarse detection of
a region of interest (ROI), which is located near the BMO, after which the small ROI image is
further processed using a model, with an architecture similar to U-Net fully semantic network, to
extract the precise location of the BMO.

Deep learning algorithms have been successfully used in problems of biomedical image seg-
mentation, and have shown state-of-the-art performance in a number of OCT image analysis tasks,
including retinal segmentation [28–31], choroid segmentation [32,33] and image classification
for pathology detection [34,35]. Deep learning OCT image analysis methods can be applied at
different levels (i.e., input sizes). Some of them use ANN on a single vector obtained for every
image column (A-scan) [36], whereas others use a convolutional neural network (CNN) applied
to a set of image columns (patch or collection of A-scan) [37], and others use the entire OCT
image (B-scan) applying a fully convolutional network (FCN) with architecture like U-Net [38].

In this study, a range of deep learning techniques to segment BMO in OCT images, without
using any feature extraction techniques, are developed and compared. Different ML segmentation
methods (ANN, CNN, and FCN) based on a model that can utilize a different input size (image
column, group of columns, and whole image) are developed. Particular attention is paid to
understand the effect of the network input size on the segmentation task performance. Additionally,
the effect of volumetric input data on the segmentation performance for each of these methods is
assessed. Although the presented methods are applied for BMO segmentation problems, the
findings of this study may be utilized in other OCT image segmentation tasks with deep learning
method [36–38].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects and data acquisition

Data from a retrospective study [39] including a total of 325 participants (219 females, 106 males,
age ranging from 42 to 86 years) were used in this study. The study protocol was approved by the
Bioethical Committee of the Wroclaw Medical University (KB–332/2015) and adhered to the
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave written consent to participate in the
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study. Data from one eye, randomly selected from every patient, was included in the dataset. All
details about data acquisition and selection of participants were described elsewhere [39].

2.2. Dataset

The study included imaging of the ONH, using spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-
OCT) (Spectralis, Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). For each participant,
a volumetric scan was acquired, comprised of 49 horizontal B-scans. Each B-scan is a single
channel grey scale image of size 436× 384 pixels (height×width), which corresponds to physical
dimensions of about 1.93× 4.40 mm. An example of a SLO image with the scanning pattern and
a B-scan is shown in Fig. 1. For each volumetric scan, the 16 centrally located scans with visible
BMO, were manually annotated from the total of 49 scans that were collected. In total, 5200
annotated B-scans were used in this study. Thus, the dataset consists of those horizontal B-scans
that intersect the BMO, the location of BMO was manually annotated in each B-scan by a trained
ophthalmologist, setting the coordinates of two points that indicate this opening.

Fig. 1. SLO image with the OCT scanning protocol (A), orange lines represent the
position of the annotated scans, whereas blue lines represent the additional scans used
in 3-D approaches. Pink lines refer to the position of scans that have not been manually
annotated. Illustrative SD-OCT B-scan with overlaid coordinates of Bruch’s membrane
opening. The termination points of Bruch’s membrane opening are BMO1 and BMO2 (B)
and the corresponding ground truth mask (C).

The dataset was randomly divided into training and testing parts using a 6 to 4 ratio. Division
was made based on patients, which ensured that all images that belong to one patient were
assigned to the same group. The training set was further divided into training and validation
parts in 8 to 2 ratio and the validation set was used only in the training process to supervise it.
The final data spilt was 2495/625/2080 image for training, validation and testing, respectively. To
have a fair comparison of the method, this data split was kept constant in the evaluation of each
method.

2.3. Preprocessing of the dataset and data augmentation

Given that the dataset used in this study consists of images and their corresponding pair of
coordinates that delineate the limits of the BMO, it was necessary to prepare a ground truth mask.
For every annotated scan, every pixel that was located between and including the BMO points in
horizontal axis was assigned to BMO class (class 1) and every pixel either side of those points
was treated as a background (class 0). An example B-scan with its corresponding mask is shown
in Fig. 1(B and C).
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For all 3-D approaches, additional preprocessing of the images was done to create an input
dataset using three neighboring B-scans, where the BMO coordinates were taken as a reference
from the middle scan. Two additional B-scans, to those 16 annotated by the ophthalmologist,
were used to create 3-D images (one scan before the first annotated scan and one scan after the
last annotated scan) (see Fig. 1(A), where those two additional scans are shown in blue color).

Data were collected to ensure both the BMO and the lamina cribrosa were placed within the
instrument’s imaging depth. Consequently, the location of the ONH within each volumetric
scan was not in the same vertical position. Given this, vertical data augmentation for each of
the considered methods (i.e., ANN, CNN, and FCN) was applied. That augmentation includes
random vertical shift of images in a range from −90 to 90 pixels (covering about 20% of the
image height).

2.4. Comparison of segmentation algorithms

In order to investigate the problem of BMO segmentation using deep learning techniques, it was
decided to use different segmentation approaches. Each of them uses the same dataset, but a
different input data size. The considered segmentation methods are: one dimensional (A-scan,
a column from a B-scan), a two-dimensional patch based (group of consecutive A-scans) and
a large two dimensional (entire image). For each of these three methods, their corresponding
3-D approaches, which extend the data to the neighboring B-scans, were also considered. The
3-D approach is an approach which uses a 3-channel image created from 3 neighboring scans, in
which each channel represents different spatial information (i.e. different B-scan slice).

The general overview of the utilized methods is presented in Fig. 2. To ensure that the results
obtained can be compared across the methods, the same pre-processing and the post-processing
steps were used to determine the evaluation metrics. Some minor differences will be noted in
the description of each specific method. The entire experiment was run on Python 3.6.4 with
following libraries: keras 2.2.4, numpy 1.10.0, scikit-learn 0.22.2, scipy 1.1.0, tensorflow 1.14.0.

2.5. A-scan segmentation

The A-scan method is based on a one-dimensional input, so the input to the ANN is a single
A-scan (image column). The ANN architecture, which was adapted from [36], and follows these
layer dimensions: 436-200-75-10-2. Each of the 16 annotated scans per subject was divided into
a set of single columns and labeled according to the previously created mask. Additionally, a
3-D version of this method was developed by extending the model input. A single A-scan from
each neighboring scan (from the 3-D cube) was taken as the input to the ANN model and three
of these models were connected by adding an average layer to combine the outputs of the three
models, which resulted in a single model consisting of three ANN models.

2.6. Column-based segmentation

Two variations of the column-based method were developed and compared in this study. To
prepare the patches, the same strategy was used for the different input images (2-D or 3-D).
Overlapping patches of 16 neighboring columns (A-scans) were taken in steps of 4 pixels. Based
on the masks created previously, each patch was labeled to the class that the majority of pixels
in the mask belong to. The network architecture was adapted from [37] and extended to allow
for 3-D input. Note that the only difference between the 2-D and 3-D approaches is the shape
of input (number of input channels). For the purpose of testing, in both methods, patches were
evaluated in steps of 1 pixel.

2.7. B-scan fully semantic segmentation

The last method is based on the information contained in the entire B-scan. In this approach, a
deep learning model was trained with the entire set of images and ground truth masks. A fully
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Fig. 2. General overview of the proposed segmentation methods. Columns present (left to
right): input type with respect to the whole image, method used (network architecture) and
direct output of the model (prediction map). Rows present an overview of the operation of
the method based on (top to bottom): a single A-scan, a set of columns (column based), and
an entire B-scan (whole image).

convolutional network with U-Net like architecture [38] was used. The architecture is presented
in Fig. 3. Note that some padding was added to the input image to be able to down-sample it five
times. At the output, the padding was removed to be able to compare the network-predicted maps
with the ground truth masks. For the 3-D approach, the network architecture was the same, but
with the number of channels in the input image set to 3.

Some additional post-processing was done for this specific method. As this approach provides
a per-pixel level classification not a column based one, as does the previous two methods. Thus,
the predicted maps can have columns in which two classes are present. To standardize the results,
the output prediction maps were post-processed. If the mean value of pixels in one column was
greater than 0.5, then all pixel values in that column were set to class 1 (BMO). Otherwise, they
was set to class 0 (background).

Additionally, to assess the impact on performance a range of models with modifications to the
standard U-net architecture were investigated. Three types of modifications were used including:
incorporation of residual learning (Residual) [40], the addition of squeeze-excitation blocks
(SE)[41] and with a recurrent neural network bottleneck (RNN) [42]. In case of the last method,
the standard RNN layers were replaced with CNN-LSTM layers [43].
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2.4 Comparison of segmentation algorithms 

In order to investigate the problem of BMO segmentation using deep learning techniques, it was 
decided to use different segmentation approaches. Each of them uses the same dataset, but a 
different input data size. The considered segmentation methods are: one dimensional (A-scan, 
a column from a B-scan), a two-dimensional patch based (group of consecutive A-scans) and a 
large two dimensional (entire image). For each of these three methods, their corresponding 3-D 
approaches, which extend the data to the neighboring B-scans, were also considered. The 3-D 
approach is an approach which uses a 3-channel image created from 3 neighboring scans, in 
which each channel represents different spatial information (i.e. different B-scan slice). 

The general overview of the utilized methods is presented in Fig. 2. To ensure that the results 
obtained can be compared across the methods, the same pre-processing step and the same post-
processing were used to determine the evaluation metrics. Some minor differences will be noted 
in the description of each specific method. The entire experiment was run on Python 3.6.4 with 
following libraries: keras 2.2.4, numpy 1.10.0, scikit-learn 0.22.2, scipy 1.1.0, tensorflow 
1.14.0. 

2.5 A-scan segmentation 

The A-scan method is based on a one-dimensional input, so the input to the ANN is a single A-
scan (image column). The ANN architecture, which was adapted from [36], and follows these 
layer dimensions: 436-200-75-10-2. Each of the 16 annotated scans per subject was divided into 
a set of single columns and labeled according to the previously created mask. Additionally, a 3-
D version of this method was developed by extending the model input. A single A-scan from 
each neighboring scan (from the 3-D cube) was taken as the input to the ANN model and three 
of these models were connected by adding an average layer to combine the outputs of the three 
models, which resulted in a single model consisting of three ANN models. 

  

2.6 Column-based segmentation 

Two variations of the column-based method were developed and compared in this study. To 
prepare the patches, the same strategy was used for the different input images (2-D or 3-D). 
Overlapping patches of 16 neighboring columns (A-scans) were taken in steps of 4 pixels. Based 
on the masks created previously, each patch was labeled to the class that the majority of pixels 
in the mask belong to. The network architecture was adapted from [37] and extended to allow 
for 3-D input. Note that the only difference between the 2-D and 3-D approaches is the shape 
of input (number of input channels). For the purpose of testing, in both methods, patches were 
evaluated in steps of 1 pixel. 

2.7 B-scan fully semantic segmentation 

Fig. 3 Overview of fully convolutional network architecture (U-Net) on the right side. The 
convolution block is described in the left side. In the figure, n refers to number of input image 

channels n = 1 in 2D methods and n=3 in 3-D methods. F is the number of filters. 
Fig. 3. Overview of fully convolutional network architecture (U-Net) on the right side. The
convolution block is described in the left side. In the figure, n refers to number of input
image channels n= 1 in 2D methods and n=3 in 3-D methods. F is the number of filters.

2.8. Training

Each model was trained with the Adam optimizer with a learning rate equal to 0.001 and binary
cross entropy as a loss function. The training process was set to a maximum of 30 epochs, which
was deemed sufficient to train all models (determined empirically by examining the trajectory of
the loss function). During training, at each step, the accuracy on the validation set was recorded
and the highest accuracy model (the best) was used in the evaluation process. Batch size was
set to 100 for A-scan and columns-based segmentation, 5 for B-scan fully semantic and 1 for
3-D B-scan fully semantic. For each method, to evaluate its consistency, the experiments were
repeated three times (network trained 3 times with random weights initialization) and the mean
value of all measures with standard deviation was reported.

2.9. Post-processing and evaluation

After evaluation, each method produced a probability map. The same validation measures were
calculated across the different techniques. Two groups of measures were selected: similarity
and BMO distance measures. The first group calculates the similarity between the predicted and
ground truth mask and includes Dice coefficient (DSC), Jaccard similarity coefficient (JSC) and
pixel accuracy (ACC), see equations (1) to (3) respectively. In equations TP, TN, FP, FN are
values calculated from the confusion matrix and denote true positive, true negative, false positive
and false negative, respectively.

DSC =
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
(1)

JSC =
TP

TP + FP + FN
(2)

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(3)

The second group of metrics, the distance measures, include: mean absolute error (MAE), mean
error (ME), median absolute error (MDAE) and root mean square error (RMSE). In order to
calculate them, the difference between annotated BMO points and predicted BMO had to be
evaluated. These predicted points needed to be first extracted from output prediction maps.

Since sometimes there was a lack of homogeneity in the predicted maps from the different
networks, which means that such maps contained more than one block predicted as class one
(BMO region), a post-processing step was included. The main purpose of this step was to
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determine the coordinates at the beginning and the end of the BMO. This post-processing was
conducted using the following procedure and its overview is presented in Fig. 4.

1. BMO1’s position was designated as a location of the first transition from class 0 to class 1,
not closer than 50 pixels (determined empirically) away from the beginning of the scan.

2. By checking each subsequent column, the location of the transition from class 1 to class 0
was temporarily marked as BMO2. The number of columns being constantly predicted as
class 0 was calculated and saved as the gap width.

3. If any subsequent columns were marked as class 1 in the scan, their width (marked as
temporary width in the figure) was compared with the gap width. If larger, the last of these
columns was saved as BMO2. This step was repeated until the end of the image was found.

Fig. 4. General overview of the proposed postprocessing. It presents B-scan (A), sample
mask with not homogeneous BMO region (B) and a clean mask (C). Width of a gap between
two BMO-regions in figure B is marked as gap width. Width of the second BMO region is
annotated as temporary width and because it is larger than gap width, temporary BMO2
is moved to the end of the second column and it is marked as BMO2. An arrow indicates
processing direction.

Since each scan has two BMO points, the mean value of calculated distance measures of those
two points is calculated and presented.

3. Results

The mean value and the standard deviation of the similarity measures are shown in Table 1 and
of BMO distance measures in Table 2. For each of the methods, the results are presented in
the following order: 2-D, 2-D with data augmentation, 3-D and 3-D with data augmentation.
Additionally, results from inter-grader annotation is provided in both tables.

Examining the similarly measurements (Table 1), it is clear that all methods provide a reasonable
performance with metrics of DSC > 0.93, JSC > 0.90 and ACC > 0.96. When comparing
the methods, the fully semantic one provides superior performance compared to the other two.
The best DSC results from each method are: 0.973 for the A-scan, 0.989 for the column-based
and 0.994 for the fully semantic approach. Other similarity measures (i.e., JSC and ACC) also
show a superior performance for the fully semantic segmentation with U-NET architecture. The
result in Table 1 also shows the impact of data augmentation and the 3-D approach on each
segmentation method. For the A-scan segmentation, data augmentation does not seem to improve
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Table 1. Mean values and the corresponding standard deviations of the similarity measures
extracted from 3 independent runs of the different deep learning models and results from
inter-grader annotations. The highest values (best performance) are shown in bold font.

Method (Data) Input size (pixels) DAa (Y/N) DSC JSC ACC

Inter-grader 436× 384× 1 N 0.975 0.952 0.984

ANN (A-scan)

436× 1×1 N 0.949± 0.005 0.910± 0.006 0.964± 0.003

436× 1×1 Y 0.945± 0.004 0.903± 0.006 0.960± 0.003

436× 1×3 N 0.953± 0.027 0.925± 0.025 0.973± 0.008

436× 1×3 Y 0.939± 0.025 0.902± 0.026 0.963± 0.010

CNN (Column-based)

436 x16× 1 N 0.977± 0.011 0.956± 0.021 0.984± 0.007

436 x16× 1 Y 0.984± 0.002 0.969± 0.004 0.989± 0.001

436 x16× 3 N 0.981± 0.002 0.964± 0.003 0.987± 0.001

436 x16× 3 Y 0.984± 0.000 0.968± 0.001 0.989± 0.000

Fully semantic (B-scan)

436× 384× 1 N 0.989± 0.001 0.979± 0.001 0.993± 0.000

436× 384× 1 Y 0.992± 0.000 0.983± 0.001 0.994± 0.000
436× 384× 3 N 0.983± 0.002 0.968± 0.004 0.989± 0.001

436× 384× 3 Y 0.985± 0.001 0.971± 0.001 0.990± 0.000

aDA= data augmentation. Input size indicates height× depth× number of channels.

Table 2. Mean values and the corresponding standard deviations of the distance errors extracted
from 3 independent runs of the different deep learning models and results from inter-grader

annotations. The lowest values (best performance) are shown in bold font. All measure errors are
computed in pixels.

Method (Data) Input size (pixels) DAa (Y/N) MAE RMSE MDAE ME

Inter-grader 436× 384× 1 N 3.12 3.90 2.50 -0.24

ANN (A-scan)

436× 1×1 N 6.84± 0.61 14.33± 2.35 3.33± 0.29 1.07± 0.41

436× 1×1 Y 7.59± 0.63 14.78± 1.11 3.33± 0.29 1.61± 0.27

436× 1×3 N 5.39± 1.68 9.33± 6.28 3.67± 0.14 2.23± 2.12

436× 1×3 Y 7.19± 1.84 13.26± 5.29 3.17± 0.14 0.58± 2.32

CNN (Column-based)

436 x16× 1 N 4.75± 0.24 6.09± 0.58 4.00± 0.00 −0.35± 0.04

436 x16× 1 Y 4.67± 0.22 5.71± 0.57 4.00± 0.00 −0.56± 0.06

436 x16× 3 N 2.55± 0.21 15.10± 0.12 1.83± 0.29 −0.93± 0.27

436 x16× 3 Y 2.25± 0.06 14.82± 0.11 1.50± 0.00 −0.99± 0.12

Fully semantic (B-scan)

436× 384× 1 N 1.43± 0.04 2.25± 0.10 1.00± 0.00 −0.54± 0.12

436× 384× 1 Y 1.15± 0.01 2.33± 0.39 1.00± 0.00 −0.44± 0.13

436× 384× 3 N 2.02± 0.02 4.34± 1.17 1.00± 0.00 −0.42± 0.17
436× 384× 3 Y 1.87± 0.10 3.49± 0.32 1.00± 0.00 −0.41± 0.17

aDA= data augmentation. Input size indicates height× depth× number of channels.

the segmentation result, but additional information from neighboring scans (3-D approach) does
improve the segmentation result from 0.964 to 0.973-pixel accuracy. For the column-based
segmentation with CNN architecture, both data augmentation and the 3-D approach marginally
improve the segmentation results, whereas for the fully semantic segmentation method, the best
result is achieved with data augmentation, but without any additional scans (2-D method). It is
worth noting that the changes in similarity metrics are generally relatively small in magnitude.
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The BMO distance measurements in Table 2 show a larger difference between the methods than
the similarity measurements (Table 1). This is probably an indication that the overall prediction
map is accurate, but some of the methods contain more outliers in the map than the others,
negatively impacting the correct detection of the BMO points. However, the main findings remain
the same. Looking at the absolute errors, the superior performance of the B-scan fully semantic
method is evident. Examining the different metrics, it is also worth noting that the low values of
the mean error indicate that models are not biased in any direction (i.e., the models make similar
errors on right and left side of the BMO point). RMSE values for the A-scan and column-based
segmentation method show that these models are not able to segment all of the scans; indicating
that there are some outliers. In some of the scans, the BMO has poor visibility because of lower
quality of the image and this could be the cause of outliers. However, the segmentation method
based on the fully semantic approach, handles those cases well, as shown by the low RMSE
result. MAE indicates the best performance (the lowest value) for fully semantic segmentation
with U-Net architecture and data augmentation usage of 1.15 pixels. MDAE, which in this case
is equal to 1 pixel, also shows that this segmentation method is capable of deriving the BMO
with high accuracy.

Table 3 shows comparison between results obtained from model based on the standard U-net
architecture and those with model modifications. Results from standard U-net architecture
showed the highest performance for the BMO segmentation task. The models based on modified
U-net like architectures achieved similar results, exceeding those from the ANN and CNN
methods, although overall the performance across the different metrics were slightly inferior to
the standard U-net.

Table 3. Mean values and the corresponding standard deviations of the comparison between
models with different architectures. The best values are shown in bold font. All distance errors are

computed in pixels.

Architecture DSC JSC ACC MAE RMSE MDAE ME

Standard 0.992± 0.000 0.983± 0.001 0.994± 0.000 1.15± 0.01 2.33± 0.39 1.00± 0.00 -0.44± 0.13

Residuals 0.986± 0.001 0.971± 0.001 0.990± 0.000 2.12± 0.07 3.56± 1.01 1.66± 0.29 -1.08± 0.17

RNN 0.984± 0.001 0.970± 0.001 0.990± 0.001 2.29± 0.01 3.88± 0.07 1.50± 0.00 -1.00± 0.19

SE 0.989± 0.001 0.973± 0.001 0.990± 0.001 2.17± 0.06 3.73± 2.14 2.00± 0.00 -1.07± 0.08

4. Clinical application

Although the BMO metrics derived from a single OCT scan can be used to capture the cross-
sectional shape of the ONH, a 3-D analysis is commonly applied to capture the entire ONH shape.
Based on the 2-D results, the best segmentation method was selected (i.e., the fully semantic
method with data augmentation approach) for the subsequent 3-D analysis. Because the previous
model was trained only on the scans that contained BMO, for further analysis, the selected model
was fine-tuned with an additional 10 B-scans for each of the patient datasets, without the BMO
present in the image (single class mask). The results obtained after this process are presented in
Table 4.

Table 4. Result from one fine-tuned fully semantic model with U-Net like architecture.

Method (Data) DSC JSC ACC MAE RMSE MDAE ME

Fine-tuned fully semantic (B-scan) 0.983 0.969 0.989 2.43 4.74 1.5 -1.38

Next, the entire volumetric scan (sets of 49 B-scans) was processed sequentially, extracting two
BMO points for every processed scan, if present. The collection of points was used for estimating
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the BMO outline. In order to compare this result to a ground truth, the testing dataset was
manually annotated by a masked research trainee (all 49 B-scans). When comparing the results
for the previously annotated 16 scans, the mean absolute difference (± 1 standard deviation) was
only 3.1± 2.3 pixels. Figure 5 shows an example of the SLO image corresponding to a given
OCT volume consisting of 49 B-scans with the segmented BMO outline.

Fig. 5. Illustrative examples of original SLO image (left column) and the same image with
overlaid BMO outlines (right column) segmented from the corresponding OCT volume
consisting of 49 B-scans. Blue color indicates the BMO outline from manual annotation and
the grey one, the BMO outline segmented by the proposed model.

Table 5 shows the mean values and the corresponding standard deviations calculated across
test subjects of the two measures assessing the performance (DL vs ground-truth): DSC and
the unsigned border positioning error (UBPE) [44]. The UBPE is the minimum value of the
Euclidean distance for each point in the BMO outline predicted by a model with all points in
ground truth annotations. Raw model predictions were checked, without post-processing, as well
as with the modeling of the shape of the BMO, using a convex hull algorithm. Both approaches
show high similarity values (DSC) of the predicted BMO outline compared to the ground truth
of 0.953 and 0.959, and high accuracy of prediction with 11.4 µm and 9.8 µm of UBPE, for raw
predictions and with convex hull, respectively.

Table 5. Mean value and standard deviation (calculated across test subjects) of dice coefficient
and unsigned border positioning error for BMO outline compared to the outline calculated with

annotated scans.

Method DSC UBPE (µm)

Raw model predictions 0.953± 0.030 11.4± 51.9

Convex hull on model predictions 0.959± 0.032 9.8± 31.9
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The main difference between these approaches is the value of the UBPE standard deviation,
which is higher for the raw model prediction. This indicates the advantage of using the convex
hull approach to model the data and reduce variability.

5. Discussion

The results of this study, in which three different methods were considered (i.e., A-scan, column-
based, and full image), show that all considered deep learning techniques can be successfully used
to segment the Bruch’s membrane opening from OCT volumes with high similarity measures
(i.e., DSC, JSC, and ACC). Nevertheless, the fully semantic approach with data augmentation
appears to provide a superior performance over the other methods. This is particularly evident
when the distance error measures for the BMO location are considered. This method achieved an
MAE in determining the BMO position of 1.15 pixels, which corresponds to 13.17 µm.

Part of the motivation of this work was to better understand the influence that the size of the
input has on the methods performance (final results of segmentation) and thus it was decided to
use and compare three different methods. The first of them, ANN, considered a single A-scan.
The next, CNN, used a 16 column-based input (patch-based) for segmentation and the last method
used the entire B-scan to perform the segmentation task. Although a number of similar methods
to segment and classify OCT image have been proposed previously [24–28], to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, none of them explore in detail the effect of input size on the performance
across different deep learning techniques. The results demonstrate that the performance (similarity
metrics) increase as the size of the input increases, pointing to the positive effect of information
from the whole image on the segmentation of the BMO position. Thus, were possible, fully
semantic methods may need to be considered for classification/segmentation tasks that have been
previously applied in an image subsection [27]. In addition, in this study we explore the benefit of
using the neighboring scans (i.e., the 3-D approach) to improve segmentation results. Examining
the similarly metrics, only marginal differences are observed across the methods. The A-scan and
column-based segmentation show some improvement, whereas in the case of the fully semantic
segmentation, the 3-D approach slightly decreases the performance. It is evident from these
findings that there is not a clear benefit from the use of 3-D data for this particular application.

To fully assess the potential use of this method as a clinical or research tool, the fully semantic
segmentation with data augmentation was evaluated to extract the entire BMO outline from
OCT volumes. All 49-scans were assessed by the trained model and it resulted in a BMO
outline segmentation with a Dice coefficient value of 0.959. This shows the potential of using
the proposed model for this purpose, making it possible to accurately extract the size of ONH.
Although the obtained results cannot be directly compared to those reported elsewhere, because
of different datasets, it is worth noting that in work [26] the authors reported a DSC value of
0.855 and in [23] of 0.853, which are significantly lower than the results obtained by the proposed
method of 0.959. Additionally, the UBPE in those papers was 67 µm and 61 µm, respectively,
which is a larger error than the 9.8 µm achieved here. This further highlights the potential of the
proposed method.

Of practical interest is also the computational complexity of the developed methods. When
a single segmentation task is considered for the entire image (B-scan), an average (mean± 1
standard deviation) processing time of 0.028± 0.003 s, 53.61± 2.67 s, and 2.36± 0.12 s, was
obtain for the ANN, CNN and U-net methods, respectively (simulations ran on a personal
computer with CPU Intel Core i5-5200U). This indicates that the superior performance of the
fully semantic method comes at a time cost when compared to the A-scan method, and that the
column-based method cannot match any of the other two methods in terms of computational
efficiency.
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It is important to acknowledge that in our comparison of different network architectures the
number of trainable parameters is different. It was 270 857 (881 367), 24 564 802 (24 567 490),
and 12 589 425 (12 589 713) for ANN (ANN 3-D), CNN (CNN 3-D), and U-net (U-net 3-D),
respectively. However, in the comparison, it was intended to ascertain whether a particular type
of network architecture provides better segmentation result than the other with the size of the
input being adequately matched to the particular type of network architecture to maximize its
performance.

The findings of the effect of input size need to be confirmed with other larger datasets and this is
a study limitation that needs to be further explored. Additionally, it is likely that the performance,
particularly error distance metrics, of the ANN and CNN methods could be improved with more
sophisticated BMO boundary detection techniques. However, for consistency across the methods,
a relatively simple post-processing rule was applied. Although this could be seen as a limitation
of the proposed method, it also further demonstrates the robustness of the fully semantic method.

6. Conclusion

There is a continuing interest in the development of machine learning methods for segmenting
morphological features of the eye in OCT volumes. In this work, a range of deep-learning-based
automated segmentation methods of the Bruch’s membrane opening were considered, as this
particular retinal feature can provide important clinical information supporting early glaucoma
diagnosis [10,11]. A systematic approach for developing and selecting the most appropriate
deep learning technique was taken, in which the input size governed the type of method used
and its architecture. Using retrospective OCT volumetric data from 325 participants, the best
segmentation results, in terms of similarity metrics and position errors, have been achieved
with a fully sematic approach with standard U-Net like architecture, followed by modified U-net
architectures, the column-based (CNN) method and the A-scan (ANN) method. Additionally, the
performance of the selected method on segmentation of the entire Bruch’s membrane opening
outline was considered for the entire volumetric scan, achieving an unsigned positioning border
error of 9.8 µm, which shows the potential of this method.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• three DL techniques to segment BMO in OCT images were developed and compared,

• the effect of the network input size on the segmentation task performance was evaluated,
and

• the effect of volumetric (3-D) input data on the segmentation performance for each of the
DL techniques was assessed.

Although the presented methods are purposely designed for segmenting the Bruch’s membrane
opening, the findings of this study may be generalized to other OCT image segmentation tasks
using deep learning methods. Additionally, given the BMO is an area where the retinal layers are
not present, the proposed model also provides useful information to support retina and choroid
segmentation methods [21,22]
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